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Chinese doctoral student wants educational revolution

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

Doctoral student Jun Wang interprets a Negotiation and Conflict Management class for members of the All China Youth Federation in the Mansfield Center Conference Room. The group has been at UM for less
than two weeks studying management and American systems.

Carmen George
Montana Kaimin
China’s Cultural Revolution was a time of constant hunger and starvation, said Jun Wang, an international student
working on his doctorate degree at UM who grew up during
the revolution in China.
Wang, 42, lived off of millet, a kind of grain, and potatoes, the meager harvests his family could manage from
its small farm in a rural town in central China throughout
the late 1960s. The eldest of his three sisters could not go
to middle school because she was needed as labor on their
farm. In the winters, his elementary school classroom was
always cold; Wang and his pupils wore shabby clothes inside an unheated room with broken windows. To keep

warm, they would stomp their feet on the floor when their
teacher wasn’t looking.
Wang’s illiterate parents, along with one of his childhood
teachers, encouraged him to continue school to rise above
his current economic situation.
“You’re smart, and you’re good enough, and if you study
hard, you can become a teacher,” one of Wang’s childhood
teachers told him. “That means you have a lifelong job and
money and food.”
Out of the 200 students who graduated from his high
school, only Wang and four others passed the college entrance exam. Wang went on to a teacher’s college where all
of his expenses were paid, and he sent money he received
for university food back to his family.
China’s educational system is about examinations in-

stead of developing students to their full potentials like in
the United States, he said. He wants to help change that.
After college he became a professor of English at Ningbo
University, located on the coast near Shanghai, where he
taught for ten years. He married and had one daughter.
His 16-year-old daughter Yibing has never gone hungry,
he said.
“In order to have a better life, education is the only way,”
Wang said. “In China we are making great changes, but still
there is a lot to do.”
Wang came to UM in Sept. 2007 after receiving a prestigious scholarship to pursue a doctorate in educational leadership. Wang is the president of UM’s Chinese Student and

See REVOLUTION, page 12

Diabetes hits home for American Indian students
Colette Maddock
For the Montana Kaimin
Meryl Barlow, University of
Montana student and American
Indian, has a long history of type 2
diabetes in her family. Her grandmother and two of her uncles have
been diagnosed with the disease,
and her mother was diagnosed at
the beginning of the year.
“I try to tell my mom to be a
better example for my little brothers and sisters,” Barlow said. “It’s
hard to eat healthy when you have
five kids and don’t make very
much money.”
For the last five years, Blakely
Brown, a Health and Human Performance professor at UM, has

been working on developing and
testing a diabetes prevention program for Montana Native American youth. The JOURNEY to Native Youth Health project focuses
on ways to increase physical activity and healthier eating habits in
Chippewa, Cree and Crow Indian
youth, ages 10 through 14. The
project is a partnership between
the Rocky Boy and Crow Indian
Reservations and the University
of Montana, and uses a community-based participatory research
(CBPR) approach for preventing
risk factors associated with type 2
diabetes in Native youth.
“The CBPR approach to diabetes prevention engages tribal

communities to develop and
implement age-appropriate and
culturally specific strategies for
Native youth, based on historical
behaviors for diet and physical activity and national, evidence-based
diabetes prevention programs,”
Brown said. “When children and
adolescents learn about eating
healthy and getting regular physical activity early in life, it is more
likely they will adopt and sustain
these health behaviors into their
adult lives.”
This strategy also helps
strengthen partnerships between
academic institutions and tribal communities, increasing the
chance for long-term health ben-

efits and allowing for community
members to discuss factors contributing to type 2 diabetes in their
youth.
American Indians have the
highest rate of diabetes of all minorities in America, Brown said.
In Montana, American Indians
have a 16.3 percent prevalence rate
of diabetes when over 21 years
old, while in American Indians 20
years old and younger, the rate is
only 0.23 percent.
“These data underscore the
importance for American Indian
youth to adopt lifestyle strategies
which will sustain their low prevalence rate of diabetes as they become the next generation of Amer-

ican Indian adults,” Brown said.
Meryl Barlow attributes her
first-hand experience with diabetes to the change in diet that
American Indians have faced. Albert Barlow, her uncle, agrees.
“I think we’re still in the process of adapting to the foods that
are available to us,” he said. “Our
bodies haven’t adapted to the fast
foods, the fatty beefs, the sugars,
the sweets or tempting foods.”
Stephanie Domitrovich, a nutrition professor at the University,
supports Barlow’s claim. “Historically, American Indians didn’t eat
the same fatty diets that Caucasian

See DIABETES, page 4
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Obama’s bow in Japan was a step in the right direction

EDITORIAL

nese emperor. A number of
people have criticized the
action, saying that Obama
has shamed the United
States and shown weakness
to an imperial nation.
While the pictures I’ve
seen show a very different
version of what is actually
customary in Japan, the act
of bowing itself I feel is an
attempt at honoring a fellow nation. Sure, it’s a little
awkward while also giving
a western handshake, but
the idea behind it is the important part.
I really don’t understand
how some could criticize an
attempt to be polite.
Think of it this way:
When people come to our
country, don’t we expect
them to adhere to our own

Brenna Braaten, News Editor

Sometimes, I’m still
amazed at the bigotry that I
see in our country.
I love the United States,
and I couldn’t really imagine living anywhere else. It
really is the land of opportunity and we have so much
going for us. But because of
this patriotism, I’m sometimes baffled at how rude
and thoughtless we can be.
I’m speaking of the reaction to President Barack
Obama’s bow to the Japa-

social customs and memes?
How is this any different
from our leader presenting
us as a nation to another
country? Would we want
our president to go to another country refusing its
customs and look like an
idiot, or worse, a bigot? I
don’t think so.
The Golden Rule comes
to mind here: Treat others
as you would want to be
treated. It’s a simple statement — something we
should have learned in kindergarten, if not earlier than
that. And yet, it may be one
of the hardest to implement.
I get that there are a lot of
people who don’t like President Obama. That doesn’t
mean they should jump on
something this little and
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75,000 ways to spend $75,000
Regents might throw around
the idea of giving Dennison a
$75,000 raise. Not only is that
illogical, it is irresponsible.
Dennison is 74 years old
and will tell you himself that
retirement is knocking at the
door. “My days are numbered.
I just don’t know what that
number is yet,” he said during
his State of the University address earlier this fall. Then why
give him a raise now? Think
about it, if Dennison gets a salary bump next year and retires
from his position a few years
after, the problem will just
propagate itself.
Traditionally, the Montana Board of Regents makes
an incoming administrator
— like Dennison’s successor — a salary offer that is
slightly larger than his or her
predecessor’s. This is what
happened at MSU and what
initiated this discussion. So,
not if, but when Dennison retires, his replacement will be
offered a higher salary than
what Dennison is making
when he retires. Giving him
a raise now is just going to
make that number higher.
Now stop and think
about $75,000 for a minute.
Sure, it’s not a huge sum
of money, not in the grand
scheme of things, but is it

really necessary to give it to
somebody who is currently
making $205,050 already?
Couldn’t that money be put
to better use?
I’m not an expert on these
matters, but I thought about it
briefly, about how UM could
use an annual $75,000 boost.
The University could turn it
into scholarship money. At
the embarrassingly low rate
lecturers are paid, that money
could hire a handful of educators. Or, it could simply pay
existing professors more. It
could buy buckets of paint
to make a bike lane on the
University’s sidewalks, ending the ongoing turf war between bicyclists, skateboarders and pedestrians. How
about throwing it at the remaining UC renovation costs
so we could stop paying for
that damned archaic deficit
in our tuition and fees? I’m
sure there are about 75,000
other practical, rational uses
for that money that I haven’t
mentioned or thought of.
Yes, this is breaking from
this column’s tradition. And
yes, I stewed over making a
full-blown analogy out of this
issue as is usual — UM paying Sir Elton John $75,000 to
re-serenade dissed and pissed
Missoulians, exorbitant NFL

rookie contracts, the recent
CEO bailout bonuses — but
that would just cheapen my
point because the fact of the
matter is that there is no analogy ridiculous enough to portray the absurdity, irrationality and hypocrisy of giving
Dennison a $75,000 raise in
the current economic climate.
Kathy Crego of the Montana Public Employees Association was quoted in the Missoulian as saying, “We know
it has a negative affect on
(MPEA) members and their
morale to see that amount of
money either going to one
person or possibly others. On
the other hand, we believe
that President Dennison over
his tenure has done more to
support staff than any other
CEO or administrator within
the university system.”
Well, I can’t speak for the
staff, but I can speak for myself, a student who has seen a
tuition increase in every one
of my years here. If Dennison
wants to support his students
and staff, if he wants to be
remembered as the President
that did the most to support
his students and staff over his
tenure, he will decline a proffered raise.
And if he can’t decline it,
if he recieves a $75,000 pay
raise anyway, he should take
that money and put it back
into the University. Invest it
in the people who make this
university what it is — the
students and staff.

ter, broader-minded, future?
I think it’s possible for us to
both remember the past and
approach the future with
a fresh start and an open
mind.
Can’t we all take a hint
from Mansfield? What’s
stopping us from being tolerant? The answer shouldn’t
be surprising: Us. Learn to
let go.
President Obama isn’t
letting the past dictate his
future with Japan, and we
shouldn’t, either. His attempt of polite custom was
a step in the right direction
,and we, as a nation, should
learn from his example.
Maybe then we will learn to
be the tolerant country we
should be.
brenna.braaten@umontana.edu
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Q1: What’s your
favorite shampoo and
why?
Q2: Do you condition? How often?

Q1: “Dove. It smells
good.”
Q2: “I condition
every time I shower.”

Kip Barhaugh, sophomore
Q1: “Whatever is the cheapest,
because it’s cheap.”
Q2: “Every now and then I get
the 2-in-1. If it’s cheap.”
Jacqueline Erickson, freshman
Q1: “Dr. Bronner’s because the
bigger the bottle the more shit
there is to read on it.”
Q2: I just got into conditioning,
but I don’t like it much. I like
the natural grease.”

Briana Richards, freshman
Q1: “Redkin makes my
hair smell good.”
Q2: “Every time I
shower.”
Tyler Furry, senior

nathaniel1.rott@umontana.edu
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field, for whom our library is
named, was the ambassador
to Japan for 11 years. When
he retired, not only did he receive the Presidential Medal
of Freedom, but he was also
honored by Japan.
Mansfield was even
credited with saying, “The
U.S.-Japan relationship is
the most important bilateral
relationship in the world,
bar none,” demonstrating
how important it is for the
United States to work well
with Japan.
I’m afraid for our country if we can’t let what happened in the past stay there.
The United States isn’t
exactly known for tolerance, but it should be. Are
we really that racist? Can
we really not look for a bet-

l
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Last week, the Missoulian
and the Kaimin published articles that reported a potential
$75,000 increase in salary
for University of Montana
President George Dennison
next year. This is a response
to Montana State University’s
hiring of a new university
president at a starting salary
of $280,000 per year. The
University hopes that by
bumping Dennison’s salary
from $205,050 to $280,000
his and the new president’s
salaries will be equitable, as
has been the traditional practice between both schools for
the last 40 years. It is something that could be seriously
considered by the Montana
Board of Regents this coming
January. It is also absolutely
ludicrous.
It’s no secret that the university is hurting for money.
The economic stresses of
late have hit UM like they
have the nation and the results are evident. Scholarship
funds are being cut. Professor
salary freezes are being enacted and discussed. Tuition
routinely goes up; university
officials have long been fighting a freeze on tuition, citing
a shortage of funds.
And here, in the midst of
all this, the Montana Board of

blow it to the extremes just
so they can criticize. What’s
the point of that? Are you
going to impeach him because he bowed to a Japanese man?
I get that there are some
people who still foster bad
feelings for the Japanese
after Pearl Harbor. Not to
diminish what happened,
but that was over 50 years
ago. Things change. On the
same note, do the Japanese
we shipped off to camps
during the war still hold
grudges against us? What
about the people whose
lives we destroyed when we
dropped an atomic bomb?
Shouldn’t these be things
that we apologize for and
move on from?
Our own Mike Mans-
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Missoula bloodies Bozeman, halftime scores say
Cody Bloomsburg
Montana Kaimin
After one day of bloodshed, the
University of Montana leads Montana State University 96-84 in the
Brawl of the Wild blood drive, but
it’s only halftime said Julie Brehm,
a donor recruitment representative
from the American Red Cross.
“I know we’re ahead right now
and not by much,” Brehm said.
The numbers only include processed donors from the first day of
the two-day drive and not pledge
cards or any appointments that
were made yesterday for today.
Brehm said a lot more Griz fans
are going to have to roll up their
sleeves before this one is in the
bank.
The Bobcats came back from
a first-day deficit last year to steal
the traveling trophy, and Brehm
said they might rally again this
year.
“They certainly could, who
knows?” Brehm said. “We didn’t
have this big of a lead last year, but
last year their second day was definitely killer, that was where they
definitely surged ahead.”
This is the fourth year of the
blood drive, and if UM loses, its
record will go to 2-2 in the history
of the matchup.
Overall, Brehm was pleased
with Tuesday’s performance,
though. She said her staff and the

See WILD BRAWL, page 12

Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin

Junior Kate Whittle squeezes a foam lightbulb while donating blood in the UC Theater. This keeps the muscles working, and pumps more blood to that area, said phlebotomist Harry Hutchinson. Whittle was one of many donors participating in the Brawl of the Wild Blood Drive Challenge, a blood drive competition between the University of
Montana and Montana State. The drive ends today at 4p.m.
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UM plans to reduce emissions in a warming world
Hannah J. Ryan
Montana Kaimin
In an open house meeting, the
University of Montana presented
the school’s Climate Action Plan
draft. This plan’s purpose is to
provide a strategy with a timeline
to reduce the emissions of the UM
campus.
“This is going to affect all students across campus in every department. They should care because
it is their future and their children’s
future that is invested in this plan,”
said Erica Bloom, ASUM Sustainability Coordinator.
A primary goal of this plan is to
adjust the largest carbon emitters
on campus, said Cherie Peacock,
UM sustainability coordinator.
The steam heating, transportation
and purchased electricity used
by the university are the largest
sources of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.

Progress in developing this
plan first received fuel in 2007
when President Dennison signed
the American College and University President’s Climate Commitment, promising to develop UM
into a “climate neutral” university,
Peacock said. According to the
draft of the plan, climate neutrality means having no net GHG, or
minimizing emissions as much as
possible using the various methods
proposed to mitigate the remaining production of GHG.
Then, in 2008 UM conducted
its first greenhouse gases inventory. These emission estimations
began the development of the Climate Action Plan.
“In 40 years, if we do nothing,
greenhouse gases produced by this
university will double,” Peacock
said.
Peacock listed the “Big Three”
strategies by which UM can de-

crease its greenhouse emissions.
These include behavior modification, energy efficiency and use
of renewable resources. Behavior
modification includes individual
actions to decrease emissions such
as turning off lights and powering
down computers when not in use.
“Cultural change is going to
be one of the hardest things to
achieve,” said Kelly Chadwick,
UC Garden Supervisor and chair
on the Campus Sustainability
Committee.
Energy efficiency would be
achieved through methods like
replacing inefficient lighting systems and steam-heat traps, as well
as modifying building ventilation.
“We’re looking at using photocells in the lighting system that
dim a room’s lights when more
sunlight is present,” Peacock said.
Other ideas included in the plan
that pertain to renewable energy

The Kaimin invites
letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer,
and columns should be about 700 words.
Please e-mail both to opinion@montanakaimin.com,
or drop them off in Don Anderson Hall 208.
Make sure to include a phone number.

resources include a biomass production plant and solar and wind
energy use.
“This state has one of the best
wind resources in the nation,” Peacock said.
A biomass production plant
would be one of the largest and
most expensive projects included
in the plan, demanding $59 billion to construct. As the plan proposes to bring UM’s emissions to
10-percent below its 2007 level,
the total funding needed would
top $84 million.
Peacock said that if an outside
donor funded the biomass plant
project, the cost to the university
to reach its low emissions goal
would be only $2.5 million a year.
The estimated energy savings per
year under this plan could equal
$2 million.
The plan also entertains the idea
of a four-day workweek. Under this

DIABETES
From page 1
people did, so their bodies don’t
handle it as well,” she said.
American Indians have been
given governmentally subsidized
food — commodities — called
“commodes” by Meryl Barlow and
her people, that were high in sugar
and fat, types of foods they weren’t
used to eating, Meryl Barlow said.
That is how fry bread, now considered a traditional American Indian
food, came about.
Now, low-income American Indians living on reservations try to
make do with the government food
they are given, which has become

suggestion, students would attend
four days of classes and faculty
would work four 10-hour days.
“With buildings shut down for
a day and without people commuting to school, emissions would be
cut significantly,” Bloom said.
A meeting for public feedback
on the draft will take place on Dec.
8 in the third floor UC boardroom.
The final draft of UM’s Climate
Action Plan is due Jan. 15, 2010.
“This is really just a draft, as
the economy changes and the urgency increases, this plan is subject to change,” Peacock said.
“The university system is slow,
and it’s going to have to implement
this plan on schedule for it to be
effective,” Chadwick said.
The current draft of UM’s plan
can be read online and feedback
on this document can be submitted on the Greening UM Web site
at www.umt.edu/greeningum/.
hannah.ryan@umontana.edu

healthier recently as the country
has grown more health-conscious.
American Indians are not the
only people at risk in Montana.
The number of Americans with
diabetes has tripled in the overall U.S. population from 5.6 million to 16.8 million in the last 26
years, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
The disease contributes to about
225,000 deaths each year, according to the American Diabetes Association. The best ways to lower
risk of developing type 2 diabetes
are to lose weight, get more physical activity and eat a lower-fat diet,
no matter what ethnic background
a person has.
colette.maddock@umontana.edu
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Twinkling above and below

Tiffany Shyu/For the Montana Kaimin

Missoula glows under the stars near the end of the meteor shower early Tuesday morning.

Butte schools put cap on number
of unpaid school lunches allowed
Associated Press
BUTTE — The Butte school
board is getting tough on the parents or guardians of students who
fall more than $30 behind in paying for school lunches.
The board voted 5-0 Monday to
adopt a policy that would allow the
district to participate in a state Department of Revenue program to
collect debts by garnisheeing state
income tax refunds.
Under Montana law, state and
local government agencies can
turn over uncollectable debt to the
Department of Revenue, which

can seize state income tax refunds
from the debtors.
Mark Harrison, director of central services for the Butte school
district, said the policy is intended
to deal with people who refuse to
pay, and rarely will be used.
Last year, the district was owed
$10,000 in lunch bills. Harrison
said this year, with more aggressive collection efforts, the district
has reduced the debt to $7,000.
Harrison said it’s not the lowest
income students who fall behind,
because they qualify for the federal
free or reduced cost lunch program.

He said students who can’t pay for
lunch aren’t being denied food.
Russ Hyatt, collections manager for the Department of Revenue,
said the state helps collect debts
for government entities, the university system and courts, along
with lunch money for two or three
other school districts.
Typical debts collected by the
Department of Revenue include
parking tickets, university tuition,
property taxes and child support.
“I think the lunch money aspect
of it is relatively new,” Hyatt said
Tuesday.

www.montanakaimin.com
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Police say Vermont man
stole bus, posted video of it
Associated Press

A maintenance worker trims branches from a tree on the Oval on Tuesday.

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

MORRISVILLE, Vt. — What
possesses a man to steal his exemployer’s bus, take it for a threestate joy ride and then post a video
of the lark on YouTube?
“It was inspired,” Jacob Rehm,
38, said outside court Tuesday. “I
felt inspired.”
The vehicle’s owner, Lamoille
Valley Transportation, was not
amused. Neither were authorities,
who charged Rehm with theft of
services, operating a vehicle without owner consent and trespassing.
Neither was a judge, who ordered
a competency evaluation for him.
Rehm, a former bus driver for
Lamoille Valley, took the bus from
the company’s depot Nov. 2.
Accompanied by friend Natalie
Page, 38, he headed south toward
Allentown, Pa., but turned around
somewhere in Connecticut after he
realized the $200 worth of diesel
he had bought wouldn’t get them
to Pennsylvania and back. Police
caught up with him in the northern Vermont town of St. Johnsbury after the company’s owners
were told he had been seen driving through a schoolyard waving
at children.
The $583,000 vehicle, which
was normally used for New England fall foliage tours and national
park tours, wasn’t damaged.
Rehm later posted a four-minute video titled “The Fabulous Bus
Ride” on the video-sharing site.
“Vid by Jake ‘Rolls Royce’ Swift,”
it says in the opening credits,
which Rehm said Tuesday is his
nom de plume.
The video mostly shows the bus

www.montanakaimin.com

parked by a roadside, but Rehm is
also seen in the driver’s seat as it
travels down a road. A woman sitting in the otherwise-empty bus is
seen hiding herself behind a jacket
when the camera turns to her.
“It was not premeditated,”
Rehm said after his arraignment
Tuesday in Vermont District Court
in Hyde Park. “I did not mean any
form of mischief, not at all, or attention seeking, I didn’t even do it
for that.”
Speaking to reporters in front
of the courthouse, Rehm shooed
away his lawyer, public defender
Rory Malone, as Malone tried to
get him to stop talking to the press.
Malone wouldn’t comment on
the case against Rehm.
“At this point, my client has
spoken,” he said later. “I’m bowing out of it.”
Joel Prive, general manager of
Lamoille Valley Transportation,
said Rehm behaved erratically but
was never involved in an accident
or traffic violation during his three
weeks working for the company
in 2006. Customers complained
about him acting oddly and out
of character from what his bosses
expected, though, according to
Prive.
He told his employers he lived
with friends, but they learned that
he was actually homeless and living in a car, Prive said.
If convicted on all three charges, Rehm could get 15 years in
prison.
“It’s not every day that someone documents their crime and
posts it on YouTube,” said prosecutor Todd Shove.
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WEEKLY HOME SCHEDULE

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Oregon at Montana,
Sunday, 2 p.m.
WEEKLY AWAY SCHEDULE

FOOTBALL
Montana at Montana State,

Saturday, 12:05 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
Montana at Weber State,
Friday, 7 p.m.
Montana at Idaho State,
Saturday, 8 p.m.
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Montana at Denver,

Thursday, 7 p.m.
BRIEFING
Drennan to compete at nationals
The NCAA has announced that
junior Katrina Drennan will compete
at the 2009 NCAA Championships
at Terre Haute, Ind., next Monday.
Drennan won a Mountain Region atlarge bid after finishing 17th at last
Saturday’s regional Championship
in Albuquerque, N.M. She is the first
Montana runner to qualify for nationals since Allie Brosh in 2006. There
will be 31 teams competing alongside
38 individuals from schools across
the country in the race, which begins
at 10:58 a.m. (MST) and will stream
live on NCAA.com.
Glanville resigns at Portland State
Former NFL head coach Jerry
Glanville resigned as head coach at
Portland State Tuesday after three
losing seasons with the school. Glanville, who held head coaching stints
for the Houston oilers and Atlanta Falcons during the 1990s, was just 9-24
over his three-year tenure, including
2-9 in 2009.

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

University of Montana sophomore Matthew Brenner celebrates after kicking a 45-yard field goal during the “Kick for Cash” promotion at Saturday’s Griz game. It was
Brenner’s second attempt at the field goal, which earned him $10,000.

Generosity goes further than 45 yards
OPINION

STANDINGS
FOOTBALL
School 		
Big Sky
7-0
Montana
Weber State
6-2
Eastern Wash.
5-2
5-2
Montana State
Northern Ariz.
4-3
Sacramento State 4-4
Northern Colo.
1-7
Portland State
1-7
1-7
Idaho State

Overall
10-0
6-4
7-3
7-3
5-5
4-6
3-8
2-9
1-10

VOLLEYBALL
School 		
Big Sky
Portland State
13-2
11-4
Eastern Wash.
Northern Colo.
11-4
Montana		
8-6
Sacramento State 6-8
Idaho State
6-8
5-10
Northern Ariz.
Weber State
4-10
Montana State
1-13

Overall
19-7
17-9
18-11
12-13
16-14
12-14
8-16
7-20
3-21

MEN’S BASKETBALL
School 		
Big Sky Overall
0-0
3-0
Montana		
0-0
3-0
Northern Colo.
Northern Ariz.
0-0
1-1
Sacramento State 0-0
1-2
0-0
0-1
Montana State
0-0
0-1
Weber State
Eastern Wash.
0-0
0-2
Idaho State
0-0
0-2
Portland State
0-0
0-3
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
School 		
Big Sky Overall
Montana State
0-0
2-0
Portland State
0-0
2-0
0-0
1-1
Eastern Wash.
0-0
0-1
Northern Colo.
Sacramento State 0-0
0-1
Idaho State
0-0
0-2
Montana		
0-0
0-2
0-0
0-2
Northern Ariz.
Weber State
0-0
0-2

Tyson Alger
For the second time in three
weeks, Matthew Brenner was
45 yards away from $10,000. As
Brenner prepared for his kick,
lining up directly behind the ball
to prepare his toe kicking style,
Brenner was set for his second
try. Seconds from making his motion towards the ball, Brenner had
to pause. Just before he was set to
strike towards the ball, a Grizzly
football player decided it was time
to cross right in front of him.
This small hiccup in Brenner’s
second attempt at becoming a
piece of local folklore seemed
fitting, considering he was a contestant in a competition that was
meant for failure.
Countless times during the
“Kick for Cash” promotion contestants have lined up for their opportunities at $10,000 only to see their
hopes at the prize die no farther
than the 20-yard line. Forty-five
yards is all that should have separated Matthew Brenner from his
shot at the money. When Brenner
drilled his first kick on Oct. 31, the
one that flew off his foot like a cannon ball aimed directly between
the uprights, that should have been
the end of it. Brenner ran around
the field with both hands extended
in the air in triumph that Halloween day, and he should have been
able to collect his check and move

“

When you see this young man from
Sidney, Mont., wearing blue jeans and a
ball cap making the field goal and then not
getting the money, we talked it over and
agreed that we should do something.
Keith Deschane, Lithia Dodge general manager

on with his life.
But instead Brenner sat shotgun
in a two-week emotional roller
coaster ride that was driven by a
system that wasn’t prepared for
a winner. It has been well documented that in Brenner’s excitement he overlooked the fine print
on the waiver he signed prior to
his first kick, which stated that a
contestant must be five years removed from playing competitive
football in order to be eligible for
the prize. Two years removed from
kicking for Sidney High School,
Brenner was deemed ineligible.
What could have been one of
the feel-good stories of the year
turned into a disappointment. Forty-five yards was deemed too easy
for this one-time high school kicker, whose longest career field goal
was 27-yards. In fact, kicks from
that distance are rare for college
and pro kickers. Montana kicker
Brody McKnight has made only
one kick this season longer than 45
yards, a career high 54-yarder earlier in the season against Northern
Arizona.
So because of Brenner’s extensive kicking history, the insurance
company that was to pay Brenner,
Odds On Promotions, dashed the
hopes of the 20-year-old accounting major.
So began two weeks of

questions. Was he going to get the
money? No. Dan Ingram of Grizzly Sports Properties said that the
company was looking for something to give Brenner as a consolation, but $10,000 was out of the
question.
It had looked as if Brenner
would be on the receiving end of
one of those smaller consolation
prizes, until Lithia Dodge Stores
of Montana took notice of an opportunity to rectify something that
looked wrong.
Lithia General Manager Keith
Deschane, one of the good guys
from this story, said with all of
the negative attention towards
Brenner not getting the prize, he
felt that his dealerships could fix
the problem.
“It looked like it was bailing
out the big company while the little guy was being forgotten,” Deschane said. “When you see this
young man from Sidney, Mont.,
wearing blue jeans and a ball cap
making the field goal and then not
getting the money, we talked it
over and agreed that we should do
something.”
And what they did was not only
give Brenner a second chance,
but one that came without strings
attached. Lithia had no concern
of Brenner’s prior playing status. Deschane just wanted to see

”

something good happen out of a
bad situation. In fact, Deschane
said that even if Brenner hadn’t
made the kick, Lithia still would
have presented him with a check
for $10,000.
Bravo to Deschane and companies like Lithia Dodge Stores of
Montana. It’s not everyday that big
companies take the side of the little man. Something good needed
to be done.
Throughout this whole process, Brenner has been a stand-up
guy. While he hasn’t hidden the
fact that he was originally disappointed, Brenner was by all accounts willing to accept whatever
came his way.
And what came his way, because of the generosity of a local
company, was a second chance at
history. And this time he could not
fail, whether he made the kick or
not.
Brenner did make the kick, cementing his status in a story that
will pass on for years to come. As
the ball flew through the yellow
goal posts of Washington Grizzly Stadium for the second time
in as many chances, Brenner not
only won his purse of $10,000, but
also a victory for the little guy in
a contest that wasn’t supposed to
be won.
tyson.alger@umontana.edu
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What dogs do best

Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin

A dog relaxes in the sun outside the Liberal Arts building.

State sues BNSF to cover shipping costs
Associated Press
BILLINGS — Attorneys for
Montana have filed a lawsuit
against Burlington Northern Santa
Fe Corp., accusing it of failing to
live up to an agreement that requires the company to pay some
grain shipping costs in central
Montana.
Montana Attorney General
Steve Bullock filed the complaint
Nov. 10 in Fergus County, saying
BNSF was in effect seeking to create a monopoly in central Montana

by choking off competition.
The suit asks a state judge to
force BNSF, based in Fort Worth,
Texas, to resume the payments and
also cover any damages.
BNSF spokesman Gus Melonas said Tuesday that he could not
comment before consulting with
the company’s attorneys.
The case’s origins are in the
1980 bankruptcy of the Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad.
At the time, BNSF stepped in
to take over many of the bank-

rupt company’s lines in Montana,
including one between Geraldine
and Lewistown. Montana officials
had said the Geraldine Line was
essential for grain farmers in the
central part of the state.
When BNSF later decided it did
not want the line, the state sued
and the two sides signed a settlement agreement in 1984.
As a result, the state designated a nonprofit company, Central
Montana Railroad, to take over the
Geraldine Line and BNSF agreed
to pay $250 per carload of grain
shipped on the line. The payments
had since increased to $884 per
carload.
Kevin O’Brien, spokesman for
the attorney general, said that earlier this month the railroad stopped
making payments required under
the 1984 agreement.
The state also claimed BNSF
subsidized the construction of
a rail loop in the community of
Moccassin, undermining Central
Montana Railroad’s business.
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Local veggies to be showcased in campus cook-off
Hannah J. Ryan
Montana Kaimin
Three teams will mash, chop
and stew concoctions using Missoula-grown squash in the second annual Squash-Off. Chefs
from Harvest Hoes, PEAS Farm
and UM Climate Action Now!
will duke it out with their stirring
spoons today in the University
Center Atrium.
At noon, the chefs will prepare
their masterpieces in a competitive
style modeled after the popular
TV show “Iron Chef.” Entertainment will include music and interviews with the judges concerning
their ties to the sustainable farming community, as well as magic
tricks involving pumpkins performed by UM professor Garon
Smith, more popularly known as
G. Wiz.
“I’m ready to take those Farm
Boys (team PEAS Farm) down,”
said Hannah Van Arsdell, a senior
in environmental studies from
team Harvest Hoes. “They won
last year by bribing the judges with
their songs.”
In the 2008 Squash-Off, the
PEAS Farm team serenaded the
judges with acoustic guitar strumming and homemade lyrics during
the tasting of their dishes.
Van Arsdell said the highlight
of her team’s menu is ravioli with
squash and a sweet cheese known
as mascarpone.
Groups will practice the art of
squash and spice manipulation in
a number of intricate dishes. A few
of the other plates being prepared
for the judges are squash pasta,
squash soup, squash pie, venison
in squash chutney, pumpkin crème
brulée and baked acorn squash in
a chili-lime sauce.
The judges include owner of
Biga Pizza Bob Marshall, environmental studies grad student Heather McKee, Osmara Sosa from UM
Catering Services, environmental
studies professor Dan Spencer and
Kim Murchison with Clark Fork
Organics.
“I’m excited to see the ideas
and creativity in the recipes the

Hannah J. Ryan/Montana Kaimin

Inspecting the variety of squash that is being used in
today’s cook-off are the practiced mousers who reside at
UM’s PEAS Farm.

“

I’m ready to take those
Farm Boys down.
They won last year
by bribing the judges

Hannah J. Ryan/Montana Kaimin

Carefully slicing venison for the squash chutney, UM student and resident of the PEAS Farm Alex
Kunnen estimates that she will have spent just under 10 hours on the delicacies that her team is
preparing for today’s cook-off.

students have come up with,” Sosa
said.
Sosa said she is looking forward to seeing what the teams do
with the food and cooking equipment, all of which is provided by
Dining Services.
“It’s fun seeing students get
revved up about cooking,” Sosa
said.
Spencer said that sustainable
agriculture and growing locally is
important because these methods
cut down on transportation costs
and fuel consumption. They also

keep the local economy vibrant,
and it uses the abundant natural
resources in Montana to the fullest.
“I expect really tasty dishes.
Last year I was blown away by the
uniqueness and creativity the students showed and I hope for that
again,” Spencer said.
Sage Stowell, a coordinator for
Students for Real Food, said the
aim of the Squash-Off is to “get
the word out about local food and
to let students know that there is a
group on campus working to pro-

”

with their songs.

Hannah Van Arsdell, Harvest Hoes

mote local, sustainable farming.”
Stowell said that the majority
of the food used in the competition
is from places in Montana. Ingredients from Lifeline Dairy in Victor, Missoula’s own PEAS Farm,
Western Montana Growers Co-op
and other Garden City gardens
will be used in the cook-off.
Mayor John Engen, who is unable to judge as anticipated, will
introduce the event, Stowell said.
A donation jar will be passed
around during today’s event.
The proceeds will go toward the

purchase of an animal from Heifer
International, a program that allows a donor to purchase livestock
that is then given to a family living in a third-world country. The
first-place team will choose what
animal to purchase from Heifer
International.
Along with the donation jar,
“there will be lots of samples, recipes and cookies going around,”
Van Arsdell said.
At 1:30 p.m. the judging panel
will dip into the creations and determine this year’s squash champions.
hannah.ryan@umontana.edu

Students inspired by climate change conference
Climate Action Now! students working on five proposed projects
Collin Behan
Montana Kaimin
Students in the group Climate
Action Now! returned from a conference on climate change in Eugene, Ore., with a renewed vigor
for increasing awareness of the
issue and lobbying for climate
change prevention.
“It’s amazing how we’ve just
hit the ground running coming
back from this conference,” Climate Action Now! president Zach
Porter said.
Climate Action Now! is a student organization that seeks to create a more sustainable UM campus, specifically through making
it carbon-neutral. They have tried
to reach these goals by lobbying
college, state and national govern-

ments, as well as putting together
educational activities for students,
Porter said.
The group sent 18 students to
the Power Shift West 2009 conference at the University of Oregon
campus Nov. 6-8. They discussed
techniques for raising awareness
on climate change with like-minded students from across Western
campuses, said Kendra Higgins,
the organization’s secretary.
“It was really educational and
great for networking with other
progressive student groups and
focusing on regional issues that
focus specifically on Montana,”
Higgins said.
Perhaps the biggest benefit of
traveling to the conference was
that members of the group came
back excited to put new plans into

action, Porter said. The number of
people at the last meeting doubled
from the usual attendance to 30,
and five new projects were also
proposed, he said.
One of the projects will focus
on teaching UM students to recycle more effectively by properly
sorting their trash and identifying
which items are recyclable, Porter
said.
“We are trying to get students
to reduce their waste to begin with
and use their own water bottles
and coffee mugs,” Porter said,
“and when they recycle, to recycle
right.”
Porter said one of the things at
the Power Shift conference that
was most significant for him was
the interest other students and presenters at the conference showed

in Montana. Since Montana is
a major coal supplier for power
plants, the state is uniquely positioned to have a strong voice in
the national climate debate, Porter
said. UM has a history of leading
the discussion in Montana on climate issues, he said.
“And I think we should be really proud of that” Porter said,
“But I think we need to build on
that and continue this momentum
moving forward.”
Students in Climate Action
Now! are looking to implement
some of the skills they learned
at the Power Shift conference to
effectively lobby local, national
and international governments.
Zach Brown, a Climate Action
Now! member who attended the
meeting, said he learned various

lobbying agencies are pressuring
governments at all levels.
“So what we took out of this is:
if we want our voices to be heard
we need to be lobbying, too — every day,” Brown said.
Brown is one of three UM students traveling to Copenhagen,
Denmark, in December to attend
the next global summit on climate
change. That conference has the
potential to match in importance
the 2005 climate treaty known as
the Kyoto Protocol, Brown said.
Climate Action Now!, which
started in the fall of 2008, sent students last spring to a Power Shift
conference in Washington, D.C.
That climate change summit was
the largest the United States has
hosted.
collin.behan@umontana.edu
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Backcountry club hopes for new beginnings
Justin Franz
Montana Kaimin
Students with an affinity for
backcountry skiing and snowboarding are looking to inject new
life into a dormant University of
Montana club. With the help of a
new brew and a fundraiser, that
fresh start might happen sooner
rather than later.
Just a few weeks ago, UM student Kevin Freund, a recreation
management major, took the
reigns of the UM Backcountry
Club, an ASUM-recognized organization for people interested in
skiing and snowboarding in more
remote and untouched areas. Over
the past few years the group had
become merely an e-mail contact
list that would occasionally inform
each other of upcoming weekend
trips, according to Freund. He said
the previous president didn’t have
enough time or interest in leading
the group and even less so when he
graduated last year.
But that didn’t deter Freund or
his friends from regrouping and
reorganizing what they hope will
be an active community.
“I’d like to think of it as a resurrection,” he said.
As one of the few active members, Freund stepped in as student
president, something he sees as an
opportunity to optimize his skills
as a recreation management student. Since then, he has rallied the
support of a few friends, including
John Hundley, who said the group
will be a great way for committed
and like-minded people to hit the
virgin powder of Montana.
“It’s for people who are looking to be refreshed from their busy
life,” he said.
Both Hundley and Freund said
they hope support will be high for
the club as it resurfaces. “There is

Photo courtesy of Kevin Freund

Pictured: John Hundley.

a strong community in the area,
especially at the University of
Montana, and we are deserving of
a club that reflects that,” Freund
said. “We’re going out, finding
turns, finding powder. We’re not
getting up at nine and going to
Snow Bowl to have a few beers on
the slope. For the most part, we’re
dedicated folks.”
Freund said that the sport’s appeal has grown in recent years as

“

I’d like to think of it
as a resurrection.
Kevin Freund, Backcountry Club president

people look for a way to combine
backpacking and skiing into one
healthy activity. He hopes that a
more visible club will bring more
students into the fold.
“I want to create opportunities
for students who wouldn’t other-

”

wise be able to and promote the
sport,” he said.
But first they must promote the
club, and they plan on doing so
Nov. 30 at a fundraiser at the Bayern Brewery. The all-ages event
will feature a raffle for a variety

items donated by area businesses.
It will also serve as a chance for
Bayern’s newest brew, Face Plant
Doppelweizen, to get more public
exposure. The new seasonal beer
features a falling snowboarder on
the bottle and is a good match for
the event, according to Bayern employee John Sanden.
“It’s a way to promote both us
and them at the same time,” he
said. “They’re an up-and-coming
group and we’re an established
brewery with a new beer.”
Money from the suggested donation and raffle will help fund
club trips, including a possible
February getaway to the Altoona
Ridge Lodge in Maxville and
a longer excursion over spring
break.
Freund hopes that the event
will bring in some money for the
group but still likened the club’s
current position to the backcountry, saying:
“We’re doing it on the cheap
and dirty, and we’re going with
what we’ve got right now.”
justin.franz@umontana.edu
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Expert warns backcountry skiers and riders of avalanche dangers
Justin Franz
Montana Kaimin
Even knowledge and experience can’t be enough when dealing with avalanches, but proper
training can save lives, according
to Dudley Improta, who gave a
lecture Tuesday night about safety
in the backcountry.
The presentation came at a
time when avalanches are becoming more frequent in Montana.
Between Oct. 24 and 31, seven
people in Montana where caught
in two separate avalanches. The
first one occurred at Gem Lake in
the southern Bitterroot Mountains.
The second was on Granite Peak
in the Tobacco Roots. Both were
close calls in a state that ranks
third in avalanche-related deaths.
Improta, who is assistant director of Campus Recreation and
a forecaster for the West Central
Montana Avalanche Center, spoke
to about 70 people in the Urey
Lecture Hall for around an hour.
He began with various statistics
about avalanche accidents, most
of which occur in the backcountry
when skiers leave maintained ski
areas.
“When you go past the rope,
you’re in the backcountry,” Improta said. “You’ve left the slopes

and hot chocolate … You’re on
your own now.”
But skiers aren’t the only ones
who are caught in the sliding snow.
Between 1997 and 2007, 126 people died in avalanches while riding snowmobiles. A study looking
at avalanches in North America

friend who died in the mountains.
“It’s not just the idiots that get
caught in avalanches — it’s us,” he
said. “It happens to smart people
who get into the rush of fresh powder. But it can be avoided.”
Improta said that many avalanches happen on slopes between

Improta said.
While people think the one that
will do them in will be a massive
wall of white, he said that is unlikely.
“Most people are killed in
small avalanches, not these great
big ones you see in the movies.”

“

It’s not just the idiots that get
caught in avalanches — it’s us. It
happens to smart people who get
into the rush of fresh powder.

”

Dudley Improta, forecaster for West Central Montana Avalanche Center

covering the same time period
said that 78 percent of those who
were caught in the snow and were
fully covered died. And most of
the time, the victims caused the
deadly avalanches.
Improta said that the best way
to avoid these events is through
knowledge and training. But even
those, at times, are not enough.
He related this to a story about his
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30 and 45 degrees. Below that, the
grade isn’t steep enough for the
snow to roll; above that, it’s too
steep, with snow sliding down over
time and not all at once. Unfortunately, slopes that are between 30
and 45 degrees are the ones people
want to explore.
“It’s the type of slope you
want to be in powder, the type of
slope riders want to ride up on,”

Improta spent most of his time
talking about the most dangerous
times to be on the mountains and
ways to be safe in such circumstances. Watching the weather is
always key, as the possibility of
an avalanche is greater on a sunny
day following a major storm. On
these days, he suggested that people stay in the lower elevations and
slopes.

“It won’t make a great story
back at the bar, but it’s better than
getting buried,” he said.
He added that one of the main
reasons people die in avalanches
on days like this is a mentality that
forces them to take more risks. On
a cloudy and snowy day, on the
other hand, people are more likely
to be cautious.
“An avalanche doesn’t care if
the sun is shining or not,” he said.
The type of snow someone is
on also matters — the more moisture that is in it, the more likely it
is to fall. Wet and heavy snow is
a common occurrence in western
Montana, due to its proximity to
the Pacific Northwest, he said.
Other ways to stay safe are to be
aware of previous avalanches, going with people you trust and can
communicate with and spreading
out when going through questionable areas. He also said that
having the right gear, including
a small shovel and a transmitter
that you can use and are familiar
with, could save your life. In fact,
74 percent of avalanche rescues
are conducted by somebody in the
victim’s party.
For more information, visit the
West Central Montana Avalanche
Center’s Web site at www.missoulaavalanche.org.
justin.franz@umontana.edu
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Public transit convenient for some,
vital for international students
AJ Mazzolini
For the Montana Kaimin
The bus doors open and a passenger rushes toward the exit
ready to spring down the steps to
the sidewalk in front of the Music
Building at the University of Montana. She is a bit late for class, but
she still takes time to thank the
man driving the bus before hurrying off.
“The University’s bus system is
important to me,” Marina Yamamoto said. “I don’t have a car.
It’s one of my only ways to get to
school.”
Yamamoto, an international
student from Japan attending the
University this semester, lives at
the University-owned Lewis and
Clark Villages apartment complex. She makes the two-mile trip
to campus each day using the student-run buses. She and the other
420 foreign students currently
enrolled at the University of Montana rely heavily on public transportation — city and University
buses may be the most practical
and affordable transportation for
them.
“For international students
coming here for only a short time,
purchasing a car or a bike would
be rather inconvenient,” said Nancy Wilson, the ASUM director of
transportation. “Public transportation is important for everyone, but
it’s a bit more urgent for international students because they really
don’t have anything else.”
Yamamoto said she prefers to
walk to her off-campus destinations, but they are sometimes too

far away. When this happens, she
turns to the Mountain Line city
bus system for help. Missoula’s
buses work very well, Yamamoto
said, and usually allow her to get
where she needs to go, such as to
the supermarket for groceries.
Mountain Line General Manager Steve Earle prides himself on
being able to assist international
students.
“I’d like to think we do a lot
to help them,” Earle said. “We’re
very important to them since that’s
all they have to get around. It can
be tough for anybody new to Missoula, but that’s why we’re here.”
Ella Bozigar, the administrative
associate for the International Program for the University of Montana, said foreign students, like all
others new to the University, are
given an orientation before classes
start in the fall. Part of this course
involves a rundown of the city’s
public transportation.
“We want to help them know
how to get to places using the bus,”
said Bozigar.
Missoula is a “friendly city,
and they just need to know how to
get to a few places” like Reserve
Street and the Mall, she said.
While many international students showed appreciation for the
Missoula area transit system, not
all believed it was flawless.
A different Japanese international student said it would be
difficult for any public transportation to outshine what she had back
home.
“There are so many forms (of
transportation) in Japan,” Chihoko

M
K

Itami said. “There are trains, buses and the monorail. It’s kind of
boring here.”
Richard Kingston, an exchange
student from Cork, Ireland, mentioned how infrequently Missoula
city buses stop by. Buses not running on Sundays or holidays also
make American buses worse, he
said.
“There’s less buses here in the
sense that they’re way more frequent in Ireland,” Kingston said.
In Cork, buses run every day
and you can catch one every 15
minutes, he said, but in Missoula,
city transit comes every 30 minutes or every hour.
While University buses can be
caught about every 10 or 15 minutes, Mountain Line buses cover
routes that are much larger and
take more than half an hour to
complete.
Wilson, who heads the office
responsible for university transportation, recognizes the buses are
not perfect but said they are doing
what they can with the funding
provided. Her department’s goal
is to “make it really feasible for
people to live comfortably without
a car,” she said. But in order to provide further service on the weekends, ASUM would need students
to show there’s enough necessity
for more bus routes. This rise of
interest could help spark a funding
increase, she said.
“Currently, we want to meet
the needs of students during the
academic calendar,” Wilson said.
“Maybe after that we can expand.”
anthony.mazzolini@umontana.edu
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FOUND
X-Box 360 game. Found infront of the
Adams Center 9/16 at 5:00. Call 243-6481
FOR SALE
Brand New Mattress Sets: Twin mattresses
alone $69.00, Twin sets $139.00, Full sets
$149.00, Queen sets $159.00, King sets
$259.00. Full House Furniture, 549-0601.
Great local deals on all types of brand new
furniture. Call 549-0601 or visit our site,
www.fullhousefurniture.com

Montana Kaimin
Office Staff:

kiosk
KAIMIN

Weird T-shirts $5. Retro dresses $10.
Vintage Coats. Walk-In exchange dates:
November 25th, 27th, 28th. Curb Traders,
Downtown Hamilton. 363-3473.
HELP WANTED
Survey takers needed. Make 5-$25 per
survey. Go to www.GetPaidToThink.com
Vet hospital seeking part-time employee
to clean stalls and do basic daily duties.
Contact bmvh4646@aol.com

AD REPRESENTATIVES:
Amanda Conley
Hannah VanArsdell
Holly Calloway

REVOLUTION
From page 1
Scholar Association, a group that
helps students and visiting scholars from China get acquainted
with Missoula. He also acted as an
interpreter for a group of mid-level
Chinese leaders who came to a
seminar at UM’s Mansfield Center
this week.
With International Education
Week at UM underway through
Friday, Wang hopes Chinese students at UM will have an opportunity to share what they have
learned about America in China to
help improve their home country.
International Week is a joint
initiative of the U.S. Department
of State and the U.S. Department
of Education to prepare Americans for a global environment
and to encourage international
exchange. UM will hold events
through Friday.
Wang said he hasn’t experienced racial prejudice at UM and
that the people he has met here
are friendly. While he does not
want to leave the United States, he
will return home after completing
the degree to share what he has
learned as a professor at Ningbo
University.
Although he has hope for a better China, Wang still wants to send
his daughter to school in America
if he can.
“For those who can afford it,
definitely America is the best
choice,” he said.
China does not have enough
universities and resources for the
number of people living in the
country, he said. The United States
has more universities than China
even though China’s population
is over four times greater than the
United States. That is a huge strain
on a still-developing country, he

WILD BRAWL
From page 3

ontana
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CLASSIFIEDS

PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Personal counseling appointments
available. Please call 243-4711
Feeling tired? The TM technique brings
deep rest. www.tm.org - Paula 207-7496
Can’t breathe? Quit smoking kits at Curry.
Rm 112 243-2809.
Plenty of cleaning appointments available
at Curry Health Center Dental Clinic. Call
to set up an appointment at 243-5445.
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volunteers from the UM Advocates were able to keep the lines
moving, and the Red Cross was
able to add a lot of new donors to
its roster.
At the end of the day, Brehm
said she walked away with a stack
of pledge cards yet to be counted
that also figure in to the final tally
for the brawl.
The goal for today is 100 productive units of blood, and Brehm
said there are fewer appointments
so it should be a quick trip for

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day
FOR RENT
Furnished rooms for rent in Missoula
everything included-even housekeeper
$310/mo and up call now 866-728-2664
www.ValueAddedRentals.com
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula.
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins.
Call 251-6611.
SERVICES
DUI Defense Associates. Don’t Plead
Guilty. Call 721-3726
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said.
This has played a big role in the
increase of Chinese international
students in the United States over
the past few years, Wang said. Between 2007 and 2008, there was a
21 percent increase in the number
of Chinese students enrolled in
American higher education institutions, according to a report from
the Institute of International Education.
Foreign Student and Scholar
Services Director Effie Koehn
said that 31 of UM’s 422 international students are from China this
year. That number has gradually
increased over the years, with 23
students from China in 2000. In
the past, most of these students
were graduate students, but most
are now undergraduate, she said,
adding that this trend started at
UM two to three years ago.
Wang said that as China grows
economically, it’s easier for more
parents to send their children to
better schools in the United States.
Although China is booming
industrially, it still doesn’t match
America politically, he said. He
plans on sharing what he has
learned about America’s democratic political system based on
freedom and individual rights with
people in China when he returns.
“My going back to China is
more beneficial than staying here,
although I want to stay here. It’s a
beautiful place,” Wang said. “My
experience here in America is a
really good one for the students.
Teachers can make a difference in
a classroom.”
A complete schedule of events
is available on the International
Programs Web site at http://www.
umt.edu/ip.
carmen.george@umontana.edu

walk-ins.
She also wanted to remind all
prospective donors to eat a complete meal and be hydrated before
they go to donate. They also need
to bring positive ID.
The drive takes place in the
U.C. Ballrooom from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. today. There will be vegetarian chili and other snacks for
the donors. Donors need to be at
least 18 years of age, or 17 with a
consent form signed by a parent.
Other donor requirements can be
found at http://www.redcross.org/
en/eligibility.
cody.bloomsburg@umontana.edu
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Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount! Computer Central 136 East
Broadway 542-6540
Computer Problems? Free Diagnosis! Free
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
Take the Tobacco Free UM survey today.
Look for it in your umontana email
account (junk folder too).
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